Ballroom Marfa’s Summer Party in Bridgehampton

On August 6, internationally recognized art institution Ballroom Marfa held its Summer Party in Bridgehampton, co-chaired by Ballroom Co-Founders Fairfax Dorn and Virginia Lebermann, together with newly announced Executive Director and Curator Daisy Nam.

The evening gathered guests across visual and performing arts for a magical celebration under the stars. Guests included Sheere Howsepien and Rashid Johnson, Marc Glinscher, Lauren Bush Lauren and David Lauren, Arden Wohl and Jonah Freeman, Jeanne Greenberg Rohatyn, Casey Fremont, Evan and Ku-Ling Yurman, Kyle de Woody, Cynthia Rowley, Alexander Vreeland, Meredith Darrow, Batsha Hay, Suzanne Deal-Booth, Hank Willis Thomas and Rujeko Hockley, Griffin Newman, Anne-Cecilie Engell Speyer and Rob Speyer, Annelise Peterson, Marlies Verhoeven, Jenny Laird, artists Robert Longo, Tara Donovan, Jules de Balincourt, Robert Nava, Jill Magid, and leaders in the fields of visual and performing arts.

Guests, dressed in “magical festive attire” sipped Casa Dragones cocktails to music by celebrated Ecuadorian American musician Helado Negro and enjoyed a culinary experience under the tulip trees by Yann Nury. The evening’s festivities included an aerial performance by Hamptons Fly and much dancing.

Exclusive limited-edition artworks produced by Ballroom Marfa in collaboration with artists Carolina Caycedo and David de Rozas, Kenneth Tam, and Sean Daly were also available for pre-order at the event.
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